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Response Rate

The survey was sent to 100 local partners. 44 responses were received. 

86%

44 responses
Greatest response rate representation from local authority - leisure
service partners (27% (12) and school sport (16% (7) organisations.

100%

To what extent has
working with Active

Together had a positive
impact on your
organisation?

'Very Positively' (55%) or
'Positively' (45%)

98%

How satisfied are you
with the

professionalism and
helpfulness of the

Active Together team?

'Very Satisfied' (82%) or
'Satisfied' (16%)Active Together's

2021/22 Net Promoter
score was 84%.

+2%

97% 91% 93%

There is trust and respect for
each other

'Strongly agree' or 'Agree'

Our work is aligned to Active
Togethers’ vision

'Strongly agree' or 'Agree'

The impact of our work is increased
by working with Active Together

'Strongly agree' or 'Agree'
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To what extent do you
view yourself as part of a

whole system for
physical activity?

39%

20%

25%

11%

2%

2%

Can you tell us a story that describes why you
feel this way?

We work alongside each other to get the very inactive more
active.
We work closely with our public health and GP partners to
support active referral work which makes a real difference to
our residents.
By working together in partnership with organisations such
as Active Together we can bring about the change needed.



100%

Describe what needs collective improvement in how we work together moving forward?

Current / Future Priorities
Reducing physical inactivity levels

Working at neighbourhood level to
increase physical activity

Developing a paid and unpaid
workforce that is more representative

of the communities it serves

Considering how your organisation
reduces its carbon footprint

68% deemed this a high
priority (Score 5). 46% deemed this a high

priority (Score 5).

36% deemed this a high
priority (Score 5).

36% deemed this a high
priority (Score 5).

What have we learnt by working
together during the last 12 months
that might shape future priorities? 

Partnership working is key to change however silos still
exist in too may areas of health and wellbeing.
Information on the knowledge, skills and behaviours
employers require to help current and future workforce
needs.
The work being done in communities is an area I think
will become even more important as we grow the
community strand of our work. Collaboration here will be
essential.  
Being more targeted and realistic with the resources we
have.
Need to align and protect resources to develop a longer
term approach to addressing health inequalities, we are
stronger collectively.      

More funding opportunities for the sector/school physical activity as a result of potential cuts.
For AT to be the conduit for communication between Local Authorities to ensure that all Local
Authorities have up to date and robust strategic policies.
We (the local NHS) need to become a more engaging partner and to share wider the benefits of
collaboration with AT towards a shared purpose/goal.   
Link Officers could potentially be better utilised to filter messages down from Active Together and
share feedback from Districts.
On-going evidence of impact of interventions.
Continuing to raise the profile of the work of the team thus enabling as many individuals and groups
across the districts to understand how being active can have such a positive impact on people's lives.

Have you discouraged
any colleagues from
working with Active

Together in the last 12
months?

'No'

"Active Together are a great
example of an organisation

that works creatively and
collaboratively with others

to meet aims.”


